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ABSTRACT In this work, effect of using robotic materials on energy consumption is examined andmodelled
as a function of path loss coefficient affecting communication paths between sensor nodes. This is important,
as the path loss coefficient for soft robotics materials or ones that are skin-covered is similar to the wearable
garment by humans with sensors, forming a wireless body area networks (WBANs). The simulation and
analysis results demonstrated that there is a power relationship between residual energy and both transmitted
data packets and path loss coefficient, which connects energy to path loss. The research established a
relationship between residual energy and data size, and a relationship between residual energy and path loss
coefficient. The research also showed that a communication channel network will collapse if the planned and
desired data to be transferred is greater than the device’s rated data capacity. These discoveries are crucial
because they help choose the optimum nodes count for data rate and optimize the number of nodes to reduce
the rate of energy depletion. Additionally, it aids in estimating how long a device can operate before the
need for recharge. The mathematical equations created as a consequence of simulation are highly helpful in
selecting the number of nodes and path loss coefficient of the structural materials used in robotics. The work
employed a modified X-shape node distribution to offer thorough robotic body coverage and a number of
deviant pathways or routes. The work enables WBAN design optimization using robots, before using nodes
distribution within WBAN on humans.

INDEX TERMS Energy, path loss, wearable sensors, data transmission, communication, WBAN, RWSN,
soft robots, artificial skin.

I. INTRODUCTION
The sophistication of robots has grown tremendously, driven
by applications in manufacturing automation. The shortcom-
ings of conventional robots, such as safety while interacting
with humans, resilience to disturbances, and adaptability to
varied jobs and locations, became apparent during the pro-
gressive replacement of the assembly line by robots. Current
research is focused on creating soft robotic bodies that can
mimic the mobility and functions of biological ones. The
objective is to create soft materials that has similar charac-
teristics to biological tissues [1], [2].
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Materials are developed to enable design of soft robotic
structures, to be used in real-life applications. Thesematerials
include gels, soft elastomers, and soft polymer compos-
ites, among others [3], [4]. Often, a robot is an evolution
of robotic technology, where robots are created primar-
ily by drawing inspiration from biological living things
and the natural world. The typical hard robot, is primarily
made up of robust links and joints. In contrast, soft robots
are constructed of elastic materials that are flexible and
deformable [5], [6].

Robotic technology is now being developed employing
rigid and semi-rigid materials. With soft and highly flexible
material, robots can act and move in a manner close to bio-
organisms. The use of soft and flexible materials is best
approach to resolve a number of crucial issues in robotic
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technology, despite the success of robotic systems made of
stiff and semi-rigid materials [7], [8].
The robot can be covered with elastic materials like elas-

tomers without affecting its mobility. For wearable supportive
robotic systems, compatibility of this type of artificial skin is
crucial. Additionally, the newly developed technologies are
leveraging these flexible, intelligent, and soft materials [9].
Soft robots display qualities of infinite degrees of freedom

(DOF) and nonlinear materials that need advances in control
systems, making them fundamentally different from con-
ventional rigid robots. The rapid advancement of materials
design, robotics, and intelligent systems has resulted to a
wide variety of novel control schemes beingmade possible by
the diversification of actuator mechanisms, techniques, and
algorithms [10], [11].
Emerging soft robots use conventional and soft sensors that

operate as part of closed-loop feedback control. The stretchy
body of the soft robot allows for programmable actuating
behaviors and automated manipulations. This places high
demands on the integrated sensors in terms of customized
sensor characteristics, high-throughput data processing, and
quick decision-making [12], [13], [14].
Robotic Wireless Sensor Networks (RWSN) is a general

term combing robotic structures with communicating nodes.
This covers Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) operating on
robotic, but mainly, rigid structures [15], [16], [17], [18].
This enables separate energy computation and path loss cal-
culation as the materials are rigid with specific properties,
and Wireless Body area Networks (WBANs) operating on
semi-rigid and soft robotic structures, including wearable
robotics. This is due to the used soft materials, which makes
energy consumption and path loss values close to human ones
[19], [20].

If we consider the use-case of a soft robot, the robotmust be
able to communicate within itself and with its surroundings.
Such communication should occur over a dedicated channel
for compatibility in terms of frequency, data rate, voltages,
and bandwidth. For Soft tissue robots, Wireless Body Area
Network (WBAN) can be used to model communication
between monitoring sensors and actuators (nodes). The com-
munication network is used to provide critical and many
ancillary information [21], [22].
WBANs are generally linked to human body applications,

and is derived fromWireless Sensor Networks as a dedicated
body diagnostic andmonitoring network.With Soft and semi-
rigid robots, WBAN can be used to monitor robot behavior
and general health, with system architecture contains a central
device that receives and interprets data from numerous nearby
wireless sensor nodes. InWBAN applications, the devices are
typically accessible, making battery replacement simple, with
a long battery life expectation [23], [24].

II. RELATED WORKS
Researchers considered WBAN design and application for
autonomous robots, with concentration on energy sav-
ing and ultra-low power radio aspects, using nRF52832

wireless sensor node and transmitting at 2.4 GHz [25].
Other researchers [26] considered similar energy efficiency
approaches applied to wearable robots. A communication
module based on human body communication was developed
to wirelessly control a wearable robot hand based on myo-
electric signals. The developed wireless node also transmitted
at 2.4 GHz. However, the presented work in [25] and [26], did
not consider structural placements of nodes with optimized
nodes location.

Researchers also considered social robots that interact with
the surroundings or people using sensors that are built into the
robots [27]. The work presents a wearable sensor vest that is
both inexpensive and open-source, together with an Internet
of Things (IoT) software architecture for social humanoid
robots. Sensors for touch, temperature, gesture, distance,
vision, and a wireless connection module make up the vest.
This work is supported by research that discusses soft and
deformable robotic, wearable devices and transmitting anten-
nas [28], [29]. The work in [27], [28], and [29], did not
discuss architectural placement of nodes in terms of energy
optimization.

The research in [30], [31], and [32] introduces wearable
antennas that operate in the wireless body area network
(WBAN), which have proliferated in a variety of industries,
such as sports, rescuing, and health care. Polyester films, and
ultra-thin polyimides are examples of flexible materials and
techniques that have been used to maintain stable antenna
radiation performance while operating in close proximity to
the human body under structural bending and deformation.
The work in [30], [31], and [32], did not focus on spe-
cific structural design and nodes placement and no structural
placement mathematical model is presented in the work.

Communication energy and throughput analysis for skin
covered robots is essential to enable optimized design of
robotic WBAN. The analysis is based on modelling the
robot nodes communication using WBAN principles, which
is primarily used on and in human bodies as reported by
researchers in [33], [34], and [35]. No physical location
related coverage of body with specific design is discussed in
[33], [34], and [35].

Wearable antennas are a crucial component of WBAN
systems that establish a good link between in-body, on-body,
and off-body devices, according to researchers in [36]. The
study focuses on textile materials, which are more frequently
employed as wearable antenna substrates, particularly for
WBAN applications, because of their greater impedance
bandwidth and reduced surface wave losses. The two primary
categories of textile components are man-made and natural
fibers. These materials are flexible, lightweight, easily pro-
duced, simple to incorporate into the profile of garments,
and have very low dielectric constants. However, no specific
nodes distribution is discussed in the work, which is critical
when placement of antennas are required on robotic bod-
ies. More researchers have also looked on wearable textile
and antennas and their placements, which discussed various
designs [37], [38], [39].
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A thorough analysis of the wireless body area network is
given in [40]. There is a detailed discussion of the WBAN
communication protocols, conventional network topologies,
and WBAN architectures. Also covered are the WBAN’s
security criteria, security concerns, different forms of attacks,
and authentication methods. The study also discusses antenna
designs, kinds, and flexible antennas utilized in WBAN in
great depth, along with various design concerns and com-
parisons. The work in [40] investigates different WBAN
topologies, such as mesh, star, hybrid, and tree. This leaves
our work as new in terms of WBAN architecture and nodes
placement. In addition, mathematical model for transition
levels and transmitted packet is not presented in [40].

Researchers in [41], presented a thorough analysis of sev-
eral protocols and strategies for handling, fault tolerance, and
energy efficiency. The study also indicates difficulties that
must be taken into account before designing and creating any
WBAN architectures and protocols. The work also discussed
the WBAN’s architectural layout, with various sensors put
on the body or on clothing that may be underneath the skin,
which are also used to monitor vital indicators. Actuators
are also included in the delivery of several actions. In [41],
no particular WBAN nodes layout is presented.

In [41], researchers discussed clustering in relation to
energy optimization. Clustering is also related to both routing
andWBAN architecture. No specific architecture is presented
in this work, but mainly security approach is taken towards
resolving the energy and security issues. However, security is
also related to nodes positioning in a WBAN network.

This work simulates data transmission using cases that
represents both wearable textiles, which is similar to artificial
skin, and soft robotic materials that can be used to cover
robotic bodies. The work investigates energy and path loss
using path loss coefficient as a factor representing the type
of material in terms of channel communication and signal
quality. The work uses a new design (modified X-node),
which is a stable WBAN nodes distribution, and at the same
time covers all parts of robotic body. This facilitates optimum
and energy efficient routing.

The rest of this paper is divided as follows: Related
works, Methodology, Results and Discussion, Conclusions,
References.

III. METHODOLOGY
Robots that have been designed to resemble humans in some
way or another are called humanoids, and they are capable
of interacting with people in a natural way. Humanoids have
the ability to create relationships between humans and robots
that are more harmonious and natural by mimicking the looks
and abilities.

In order to more closely resemble the look and feel of
humans, humanoid robots’ covering materials have under-
gone changes from rigid and heavy to soft and compliant.
When considered as a whole, such new development in
robotic materials demonstrates the possibility of a paradigm
shift from conventional robotics to the novel concept of

FIGURE 1. Robotic model.

FIGURE 2. Nodes distribution over robotic body.

TABLE 1. Nomenclature.

biologically hybrid robotics, which takes advantage of both
biological and synthetic components.

As humanoids are robots that can carry out a variety
of functions to interact with people in environments like
healthcare, a human-like look is necessary for such duties
for humanoids in order to facilitate information exchange
with humans and inspire likability. The creation of humanoid
coveringmaterials with accurately simulated human skin tone
and texture is essential to emulate human look.

The objective of this work is to make use of the presence of
similar to human robotic skin to enable design and simulation
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FIGURE 3. Effect of path loss coefficient on active nodes (4000 packets,
n=2).

ofWBANs, which are tried and tested on robots, before being
used in and on humans. This approach, enables safer testing
of humans, and ability to continuously enhance the efficiency
of WBANs, as it is tried and tested on robots rather than
humans.

The approach of this work is to analyze energy consump-
tion in relation to message size and path loss as a function
of used robotic soft materials used to build robots or to
cover robots structures. The path loss coefficient represents
different material types and also reflects different human skin
thickness and age. Figure 1 shows the proposed robots model.
The main issue is to reach a stable WBAN design and

mathematical model that can be used with soft robotics and
with artificial skin covered robots. Such WBAN, will be
used to try different designs on the artificial material, which
has path loss similar to human skin. This way, all design
and developments of WBAN networks can be carried out
on robots before trying it on humans. This is important,
especially that wearable antennas are used within the WBAN
to enable data transmission and routing.

When considering WBAN for soft tissue robots, the fol-
lowing parameters should be taken into account:

1. Energy saving through the use of efficient wireless
protocol and routing algorithm for data transfer to the
central node.

2. Reliable radio connection to avoid missing data and
transmission errors.

3. Effective communication channel: The WBAN is
meant to cover only the surface area of the robot,
however multiple robots may be operated simulta-
neously in close proximity, increasing the risk of
cross-interference.

4. Flexibility through supporting of regular and irregular
events.

5. Security through encryption and authentication.

In order to collect information on a variety of robotic bod-
ily parameters, including motion and perception. Different
WBAN designs are tried and tested through MATLAB sim-
ulation, with the objective of reaching a more stable design.
The modified X-Node WBAN nodes structure is used in this
work as a wireless network with communication between
sensor nodes, with focus on less power consumption. Nodes
arrangement, which are used in the simulation is shown in

FIGURE 4. Effect of path loss coefficient on active nodes (4000 packets,
n=3).

FIGURE 5. Effect of path loss coefficient on active nodes (4000 packets,
n=4).

FIGURE 6. Effect of path loss coefficient on active nodes (4000 packets,
n=5).

Figure 2. The distribution of nodes is selected to cover the
whole robot body in a modified X-shape layout.

Table 1 presents definition for all used variables in the
simulation and mathematical modelling.

The general form of the energy model covering soft robotic
structures, is given by equations (1) and (2).

ETx = METx (elec) + nMETx (amp) dn (1)

ERx = MERx (elec) (2)

To account for different robotic materials and their prop-
agation properties with LOS and NLOS considerations, the
value of path loss exponent (n) is varied in proportion tomate-
rial propagation property and antenna alignment position.

An assumption of bidirectional equal energy loss can be
used to simplify calculations when taking into account energy
loss owing to communication channel transmission, espe-
cially in one hop networks. It is reasonable to anticipate that
some sensor nodes used for continuous monitoring will trans-
fer data at a predetermined rate with predictable transmission
intervals. This is true for robotic sensing in general, with the
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FIGURE 7. Effect of path loss coefficient on active nodes (4000 packets,
n=6).

FIGURE 8. Effect of path loss coefficient on residual energy (4000
packets, n=2).

FIGURE 9. Effect of path loss coefficient on residual energy (4000
packets, n=3).

exception of situations where an important occurrence calls
for the use of event-driven transmission.

The simulation parameters used are shown in Table 2.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. EFFECT OF PATH LOSS COEFFICIENT AT FIXED DATA
RATE
Figures 3 to 12 present the simulation results representing
effect of path loss coefficient (n) on both number of active
nodes and residual energy within the nodes. The residual
energy is the energy which, is taken into account to decide
whether the robot nodes require recharging or can func-
tion normally. In addition, material design and build, with
data rate, transmission protocol are all correlated to achieve
minimum energy consumption. This will enable longer oper-
ational times for robots and more stable functionality. The
detailed simulation below in Figures 3 to 12 is part of a design
process to enable correlation between path loss coefficient,
which is related to robot’s material and nodes antenna posi-
tioning, and the required nodes energy.

The plots in Figures 3 to 7 shows the amount of data
that can be transmitted per number of active nodes, before

FIGURE 10. Effect of path loss coefficient on residual energy (4000
packets, n=4).

FIGURE 11. Effect of path loss coefficient on residual energy (4000
packets, n=5).

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

TABLE 3. Effect of path loss coefficient on active nodes and residual
energy.

one or more of them become passive, while Figures 8-12
show the changing relationship between residual energy at
maximum value of 8 Joules, which drops as a function of both
transmitted data and path loss coefficient. The residual energy
also changes characteristics from linear to decreasing power
pattern.

From Figures 3 to 12, Table 3 is obtained, which correlates
path loss coefficient to number of active nodes, and to nodes
left with energy. These nodes that become passive, will be
excluded from the data acquisition routes used by the channel
communication protocol.

Figures 13 to 14 show the relationships between residual
energy and path loss coefficient and active nodes, while
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FIGURE 12. Effect of path loss coefficient on residual energy (4000
packets, n=6).

FIGURE 13. Effect of path loss coefficient on residual energy (transmitted
data=4000 packets).

FIGURE 14. Effect of active nodes on residual energy (transmitted
data=4000 packets).

Figures 15 shows the relationship between active nodes
and path loss coefficient. From the plots a power rela-
tionship is apparent between the parameters as shown in
equations (3) to (5).

Er = αn−k (3)

where;

α ≤ 4 and k ≤ 0.7

Er = γLρ (4)

where;

γ ≤ 0.25 and ρ ≤ 0.9

L = βn−µ (5)

where;

β ≤ 26 and µ ≤ 0.8

Table 4 represents a relationship between the numbers of
active nodes left after transmitting certain number of packets
as a function of path loss coefficient. This is an important

FIGURE 15. Effect of path loss coefficient on remaining active nodes
(transmitted data=4000 packets).

FIGURE 16. Effect of path loss coefficient on transmitted data pattern
(transmitted data=4000 packets).

TABLE 4. Transition levels of active nodes to passive nodes as a function
of path loss exponent and fixed data rate.

Table for robotic material design and choice of number of
nodes to enable transmission of desired amount of data.

Table 4 shows that for example, to transmit 4000 packets at
path loss coefficient of n=2, then 3200 are transmitted with
16 active nodes, and the rest (800 packets) are transmitted
with 15 active nodes, as one node will lose energy and
becomes passive. This means that to complete the 4000 pack-
ets transmission, at n=2, the 16 active nodes become 15 active
nodes. Another example, is to transmit 4000 packets at path
loss coefficient, n=4, only 1200 packets are transmitted with
all 16 nodes active, with the rest of packets (2800 packets)
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FIGURE 17. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (1000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 18. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (2000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 19. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (3000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 20. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (4000 packets, n=6).

are transmitted over routes chosen to bypass passive nodes,
leaving only 7 active nodes at 4000 packets.

Table 4 clearly shows the effect of path loss coefficient on
ability to transmit data effectively. This coefficient is directly
related to the type of material used to cover robotic body
and also to selected routes. The table, also shows that as
the pat loss coefficient is reduced, less nodes are required to
enable same message size transmission, which will also help
in shortening the required routes to destination or sink.

FIGURE 21. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (1000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 22. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (2000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 23. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (3000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 24. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (4000 packets, n=6).

Figure 16 shows a comparison of different path loss coef-
ficients and their effect on transitional data transmitted and
number of active nodes. The pattern allows for design modi-
fication of robotic structures and nodes placement.

B. EFFECT OF DATA SIZE AT FIXED PATH LOSS
COEFFICIENT
Figures 17 to 24 present the simulation results representing
effect of transmitted data, for fixed path loss coefficient
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FIGURE 25. Effect of data size on residual energy (n=6).

FIGURE 26. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (5000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 27. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (6000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 28. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (7000 packets, n=6).

(n=6), on both, number of active nodes and residual energy
within the specified device transmission data size.

From the plots, it is evident that the larger the data size,
more energy is consumed due to the increment in transmitted
data. At realized from Figures 21 to 24, the behavior of
the nodes starts from linear, and then as data transmission
increases, it followed non-linear path similar to an exponen-
tial, which is consistent with energy reduction process and
routing process. The relationship between residual energy

FIGURE 29. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on active
nodes (8000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 30. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (5000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 31. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (6000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 32. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (7000 packets, n=6).

and data size is presented in Figure 25, with its mathematical
expression presented in equation (6).

Er = θexp (−φM) (6)

where;

θ ≥ 13 and φ ≤ 0.001

Using equations (4) and (6), equation (7) is obtained.

γLρ
= θexp (−φM) (7)
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FIGURE 33. Effect of data size at fixed path loss coefficient on residual
energy (8000 packets, n=6).

FIGURE 34. Relationship between device specified data and transmitted
data (n=6).

From equation (7), equation (8) is obtained.

Lρ
=

(
θexp (−φM)

γ

)
(8)

From equation (8), an important expression is obtained
relating number of active nodes (L) to data size (M), as in
equation (9).

L =

(
θexp (−φM)

γ

)1/ρ
(9)

The parameters in equation (9) can be used during the
design process to enable data size optimization related to
number of used nodes and number of still active nodes.

C. EFFECT OF TRANSMITTING ABOVE THE SPECIFIED
DATA SIZE
Figures 26 to 32 show effect of transmitting above nodes
rated data size with a large number of nodes (L=16) in this
case. From the plots, it is clear that the energy of the nodes
rapidly consumed and depleted as larger data is transmitted
before a re-charge occurs to the participating nodes. (M
> 4000 packets). Thus, different recharging mechanism is
required, and shorter routes should be considered. In addition,
lower path loss coefficient, should always be considered to
preserve energy.

Figures 30 to 33, also show that as intended data size
increases, the actual data transmitted is reduced as the resid-
ual energy is dramatically affected. For example, if the
intended data size to be transmitted is 6000 packets, the
actual transmitted data is 4500 packets, after that total energy

depletion occurs. Another example, if the intended data to
be transmitted is 7000 packets, the actual transmitted data is
4000 packets, after which, no data can be transmitted.

Figure 34 show the relationship between intended data
size and transmitted data. The relationship with an average
reduction coefficient of 0.7 is described by equation (10).

M transmitted = κM intended (10)

where;

0.5 ≤ κ ≤ 1

Using equation (9) and applying equation (10), results in
equation (11), which describes the actual active nodes and
can be used in the design stage.

Lactual =

(
θexp (−φκM intended)

γ

)1/ρ
(11)

V. CONCLUSION
The work found through simulation and mathematical mod-
eling of Modified X-shape node distribution on robotic
structures, that human wearable sensor approach can be
applied to soft robots, and robotic structures covered with
artificial skin. This is possible due to similar path loss coef-
ficients for synthetic materials to human body, with similar
path loss coefficients.

The presented research work, established an inverse rela-
tionship between residual energy and path loss coefficient,
and similar one between residual energy and data size. Also,
a mathematical model is presented relating desired data to be
transmitted to the actual data that can be transmitted before
total depletion of energy occurs. Such depletion is also related
to routing, number of nodes, and device specifications.

The work provides an initial mathematical model to enable
design of WBANs that are tested on robotic structures with
artificial skin and soft robotics, before using such nodes
and networks on humans. This is important as they include
wearable antennas
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